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• CIBSE Dinner - P J Doyle wirh Colin Izzard; Gordon Srraine; Minisrer, Sean McCarrhy; Jim Parron; and Brian Warson.
Grundfos Bonanza Winners
IN the ongoing Grundfos Holiday Bonanza contractor/
counterhand promotion, Novembers winners were as follows:-
Contractor: Pat Starr, Newtown, Nenagh, Co. Tipperary;
Counterhand: Jim Sheahan, Sheahans, Pearse Street, Nenagh,
Co. Tipperary.
Contractor: T C Plumbing, Dublin; Counterhand: Greg
McGrillen, Buckleys Ltd, Robinhood Road,Clondalkin, Dublin
22.
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish H&V News) is Ireland's
only Building Services magazine providing coverage of the heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration, sanitary ware, plumbing,
maintenance and environmental industries. It is the only pubLication
catering exclusively for these industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:
The Institute of Consulting Engineers; The Chartered Institute of
Building Services Engineers; The Institute of Domestic Heating
Engineers; The Energy Managers' Association; The Institute of
Energy; The Institute of Plumbing; The Energy Conservation &
District Heating Association; The Mechanical Engineering & Building
Services Contracting Association; The Irish Builders' Providers
Association; The Association of Consulting Engineers of Ireland;
Small Housebuilders' Association; Maintenance Managers'
Association. In addition, Irish Building Services News circulates to
independent building services contractors and key executives in
industry, Government, Semi-State and local authority bodies.
Essentially, our circulation is virtually saturation coverage of a 11 those
with an interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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• BTU Marchplay Winner Aubrey Moriariry receiving his prize from Dave
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• Dan Chambers and Jim Bollard pictured in the company's new office in
Dublin Industrial Estate.
Dan Chambers Completes
Move
••••
marketplace.
The idea for the service arose
when Michael Smyles of
Quadrant identified a market
niche within the industry.
However, given Quadrant's
major involvement in the
industrial/commercial sector it
was decided to establish' a
separate company to provide
that service. Hence the
emergence of Park Heating
Appltances Ltd. Directors are
Michael Smyles, Joe Linders
and Kevin Shanahan, who is
Managing Director and who
runs the business on a day to day
basis. In this effort he is ably
assisted by Stores Manager
Eddie Wheeler.
Both Kevin and Eddie have
extensive experience within the
industry and are well equipped
to provide an additional
advisory consultative service
where requested. This is an
essential part of the overall
service Park provides and
indeed it is further augmented
by "technical evenings" at
Park's premises in Chapelizod.
The inaugeral one was held last
month and covered the Acorn
range. Long-term, the plan is to
hold one once a month on
different topics and appliances.
Initial reaction to the new
service Park Heating Appliances
provides has been very
favourable and such is the
anticipated growth level even at~
this early stage that a further ...
10,000 sq ft is being planned to
augment the already 15,000 sq ft
presently at the company's
disposal.
• Dr Eamonn Kinsella.
DR EAMONN Kinsella has
been appointed Technical
Research Manager of Moy
Insulation Limited, Ireland's
only manufacturerandexporter
of glass wool insulation
material. Hejoins Moyfrom the
materials science department of
EOLAS, and was formerly
Assistant Head of the Energy
Division, National Board for
Science and Technology.
PARK HEATING Appliances
Lld - the Quadrant offshoot
now being run by Managing
Director Kevin Shanahan - is
currently running a promotion
for mechanical heating
contractors which carries a prize
of a 4-day trip to Paris.
Qualification is quite simple.
One ticket is awarded for every
10 e.l.m. leblanc boilers
purchased between now and 31
March.
The e.l.m. leblanc range
comprises a collection of
domestic boilers suitable for
gas, oil and solid fuel
installation. All the units are
fan-fiued, wall-hung, multi-
directional boilers and are
supplied complete with pump,
expansion vessel, safety valve
and automatic air vent.
Capacities range from 34,000
BTU up to 80,000 BTUs. There
is also a range of e.l.m. leblanc
fan-flued and open-fluid
combis.
In a sense, e.l.m. leblanc is
presently an exception within
the Park Heating Appliances
portfolio in that it is an exclusive
agency with sole distribution
rights for the 26 counties held by
the company.
However, the great strength
of Park is that it was set up with
the intention of providing
contractors and general
installers with a multiple choice,
available from the one stop, of
all the necessary components of
a central heating system. In this
respect Park does not limit itself
to specified brands but rather
stocks off-the-shelfquantities of
all the leading makes on the
Paris In The Spring
With Park
Moy
Appointment
manufacturing process run by
Tony McNamara - leases a
portion of the new premises for
its needs. However, Dan
Chambers' own manufacturing
concern - which is managed by
Peter Coughlan - has remained
where it was always situated in
Echlin Street.
The Dan Chambers success
story revolves very much
around Dan himself and, while
his authority is never in doubt,
the general atmosphere within
the company is very pleasant
and relaxed. Hence the
continuity and good customer
relationships which have arisen
out of the fact that, in all his time
in business, no one has left the
company to go elsewhere. The
only exception is that of Frank
Kelly who recently emigrated to
the United States.
As for distributorships, the
same permanency is evident.
Names now represented by Dan
Chambers Ltd include Roof
Units; Novenco of Denmark;
Metrico Systems; Industrial
Acoustics Ltd; Doby Cleat;
Ziehl EBM (agricultural side);
Duro Dyne; DCM Ltd; and
Specialist Air Movement
Equipment.
HA VING LOOKED in earnest
for approximately 12 months
for new premises from which to
base his expansionary plans for
the next decade, Dan Chambers
has finally found a new home. It
involved a move from the city
centre location he has occupied
for many years to Dublin
Industrial Estate in the city's
northside where the combined
storage/office/showroom facil-
ities now at his disposal cover
over 7,500 sq ft.
As yet the company is still
settling in but the normal service
is being maintained. In the near
future a much larger trade
counter will be opened with
complementary showroom
facilities also in the pipeline.
Nonetheless, the move isalready
paying dividends. It's obvious
from the increased trade counter
activity and the general increase
in business since the move that
contractors and other customers
find the easy access and ample
parking facilities an added
attraction.
Given also the special trading
relationship between Dan
Chambers Ltd and AerGrilles
Ltd, its not surpri~ing that the
latter - which is a
2 Irish Building Services!"'ews, December 1988 4
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• Grundfos Trip: Kevin Cullinane, E Cullinane & Co Ltdwith Larry O'Neill,
Heatmerchants (Kilkenny) Ltd; Denis Walshe, General Manager, Grundfos
Ireland Ltd; and Bernard Doherty, Buckleys Ltd, Dublin.
not only appointed German
merchant outlets butalsoyet-to-
be-appointed additional outlets
throughout the rest of mainland
Europe.
Grant has also made
significant inroads into the
home market with its oil-fired
range in particular gaining an
increasing share of the market.
However, the solid fuel side of
the corn pany's business has held
up well with the fall-off in
demand in the Republic being
offset somewhat by increased
sales into Northern Ireland and
the UK.
Overall, the 80 workers now
employed at the Birr-based
Grant Engineering plant _
which covers over 32,000 sq ft-
are now looking forward with
confidence to the next couple of
years and are particularly
optimistic at the prospects 1992
will bring.
DIN Approval For Grant
GRANT ENGINEERING Ltd
received a further boost to its
growing success rate recently
with the announcement that all
its boilers had been approved
and passed to the exacting DIN
Standard.
Over the last 12 months in
particular the already-
successful Grant range has been
improved significantly with
output efficiencies and sound
insulation qualities showing
major advancements.
The visiting DIN Inspectors
put the workforce and entire
production procedures under
the microscope but all came
through with flying colours.
Having gained DIN approval,
Grant has now begun its push
into Europe and indeed has
already appointed a local
distributor in Germany. This
company will act as a central
European distributor, serving
New Fires from ABell
• Grundfos Trip: Simon Cantwell, Cantwell Electrical Engineering Ltd,
Urlingford, Co Kilkenny with Tony CaUaghan, Arcon Ltd, Dublin; Denis
Walshe, General Manager, Grundfos Ireland Ltd; Michael Daly, Heatwise
(Tullamore) Ltd; and Des 0 'Rourke, P H Ross Ltd, Dublin.
MECHEX '89-BookingsFlowln
Look Up ... It's Grundfos or LPG. A leaflet providingdetails is available.
Tortoise Firebox - Manu-
factured in the UK by Clovis
Fires Ltd, these are double-
shelled Fireboxs which slip in
comfortably to any fireplace
and help to recover heat which
would otherwise be lost up the
chimney. They come in a range
of sizes and are available for use
with solid fuel and gas (both
natural and LPG). Again a full-
colour brochure is available.
ns
The National Standalds
AuthoriIy of Ireland
A BELL & Company(Eire) Ltd,
the Glasnevin-based manufact-
urers and distributors of
fireplaces, stoves, fires and
fireplace accessories, have been
appointed sole distributors in
Ireland for two UK manufact-
urers and their products, details
of which are as follows:-
Gazo Gas Fires - These gas
fires are manufactured in the
UK and aresupplied as standard
with Piezo ignition pilot light
and flame failure device. All
fires are available for natural gas
• Pictured at the presentation of ISO 9000 Quality Management Systems
award to Chemoj1an Gmbh, Tallaght were (L to R): Dr Sean McCarthy TD,
Minister for Science and Technology; Ms Phyllis Broe, Quality Control
Manager; Denis Keogh, Managing Director, Chemoj1an Gmbh; and Jim
McBride, ChiefExecutive, Eolas.
and fly out on the Grundfos
company jet.
Those who made up the first
party to travel on this new series
of visits with Denis Walshe were
Simon Cantwell of Cantwell
Electrical Engineering Ltd in
Urlingford, Co. Kilkenny;
Larry O'Neill ofHeat merchants
(Kilkenny) Ltd; Tony O'Cal-
laghan of Arcon Ltd in Dublin;
Des O'Rourke of PH Ross Ltd,
Dublin; Bernard Doherty of
Buckleys in Dublin; Michael
Daly of Heatwise (Tullamore)
Ltd; and Kevin Cullinane of E
Cullinane & Co Ltd of Cork.
MECHEX '89, the newly-established national exhibition for
the building services sector, has obviously caught the
industry's attention with firm bookings flowing in at a
significant rate.
Not surprisingly, most of the majors have already
confirmed their intention of participating but, even more
encouraging is the fact that many medium and small-sized
companies have also booked.
The stand type and style availability is designed
specifically to facilitate this all-industry participation and
reaction to date confirms that the formula is right.
Once again the essential details are - Venue: Industries
Hall, RDS; D~tes: 11/12/13 April 1989. More information
from Pat Codyre at 01-885001; Fax: 883536.
GRUNDFOS IRELAND Ltd
recently hosted a customer trip
for various merchants from
throughout the country to its
parent Group headquarters in
Denmark. This trip was the first
of a series planned by General
Manager Denis Walshe to
further strengthen relationships
within the Grundfos Ireland
network.
The thinking is to keep the
travelling parties small so that
there is total gr~up interaction.
It's VIP treatment all the way,
right from when the participants
get together at Dublin Airport
4 Irish Building Services News, December 1988 6
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Electricity.
Works harder
in every department.
---,
'. ,
"
L I F ET 0
Address, _
Company _
Service at (01) 765831 Ext. 7265.
Or fill in the coupon.
Electricity. The power to do it all.
I p~a~ ~n;m;i~r;;;-a~n-;;-n;- -~-~.-:- ~
o Storage Heating 0 Heat Pumps I
o Water Heating 0 Direct Panel Heating :
Name I
I
I
I
______Tel I
ESB Advisory Service:
Return la: ESB Freepost, Commercial Marketing, I
Lower Fitzwilham Street, Dublin 2. I
L~_~~~!~~lE~JJSJ
From the conference room to system using the night-rate
the canteen, electricity is hard at (providing electricity at less than
work in so many ways, keeping one-third the normal price) is
your office running smoothly. cheap and easy to install - and
Electric heating for instance, very economical to run. In fact
is safe, clean, controllable, night-rate electricity is now
convenient. And can be easily cheaper than in 1982.
tailored to suit specific areas. As well as heating, your office
Installed it's often invisible; could benefit from electric
and it's innovative too. You can point-of-use waterheaters-
now buy a two-in-one electric perfect for providing instant hot
heater that combines the ultra water with no waste.
slim style and real economy of a Find out more about
storage..heater with the electricity at work by contacting
flexibility of a convector heater. your local ESB Office or phone
A typical storage heating the ESB Commercial Advisory
ELECTRICITY BRINGS LIVING
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the line-up includes cool-flow
fan coil units; Warm line
perimiter heating systems.
(offering a choice of finish
according to desired specific-
ation); the UniOow Series 6 unit
air heaters; the Forceflo 600
Series fan-heat convector range;
Biddle air curtains; cooling/
heating coils; and an air
handling equipment range
branded Biddle/Metair. The
latter incorporates built-in
packaged systems for large-
scale applications, a typical
example being the complete
system specially formulated for •
Marks & Spencer.
As for Isovel International
Ltd, this company has a world-
wide reputation with appointed
agents and installers in Asia,
mainland Europe, Southern
Africa and Scandinavia. Its
present 2000 Range is the fourth - ~l Jl~generation of products designed
and developed since 1973.
Ongoing research ensures that
the latest technological
adva ncements a re incorporated • The Isopak 2000 air conditioning systems range covers both commercialand
with the most up-to-date industrial applications. Picture above is Model DDX 12/2-1521.
SI CE REPORTING on the
formation of Ross Air
Conditioning Ltd in our last
issue, we can now reveal details
of the intended service as
proposed by Gerry Ross.
Essentially, Ross Air is now in a
position to provide the total air
conditioning requirements for
any given situation, be it large,
small or needinga "customised"
approach.
To this end only quality
brands are being handled with
both exclusive agency agree-
ments and general distributor-
shi ps involved. Presently the
portfolio includes a distributor-
ship for Mitsubishi split systems
and exclusive agency lines for
Biddle/Metair, Dantherm and
Isovel.
The Biddle/Metair range is an
internationally-recognised
brand with an established
reputation for quality and
relIability. The scope of what's
offered is extensive and covers
far. too many possible
applIcatIOns to be detailed here.
However, a brief resume of
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Ross Air - ATotal Service
MANOTHERM LTD.
Stocks our complete line ofcontrols for refrigeration,
air conditioning, heating and ventilation.
•
- IManotherm Ltd.,4Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12,lreland,Phones: 522365 -522018 -522229, Telex 93388, FAX 516919.
10 Knockbracken Plrk, Belfast BTe OHL, Nothem Ireland, Phone: 645966.
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Electrosonic
Humidification Systems
computerised production
techniques being employed in
the manufacturing process.
Also from Isovel is the Apollo
IBM-compatible monitoring
and site management system
designed to assist the user,
commissioning agent and
service engineer in the operation
ofclose-control airconditioning
and mainframe cooling
equipment such as Isopak,
Isoette, Isochill and Isoair.
Then there's Dantherm,
again for which Ross Air has the
total exclusive rights for the 26
counties. Over the last decade
the growing awareness ofenergy
costs and the need formaximum
utilisation led to major
advancements in the develop-
ment of heat pump applications
for swimming pools. Dantherm
has been to the forefront in this
pioneenng work and now has a
range of dehumidifiers, heat
recovery units and stand-alone
dehumidifiers which rank
among the leaders in this
specialised area of activi ty.
Taken together then, the
products which make up the
entire Ross Air portfolio are
chosen to complement one
another and enable the
company provide the most
appropriate solution, no matter
what the air movement
requi rement.
Additionally, a full technical
support service on design,
installation, commissioning and
after-sales service is offered.
Model range ES - The ES air handling plant - using the
Electrosonic models cover standard humidifier section
universal applications for use in supplied by most air handling
either new or existing unit manufacturers, the
installations. U nits can be Electrosonic can be installed as
applied in any of the following original equipment, or easily
configurations: retrofitted on site.
Duct mounted The Model range ESHC,ESVC-
Electrosonic unit would be the Electrosonic humidifier is
positioned inside the duct available as a self-contained unit
en uring that air velocity doe~ which has a fan built-in. This
not exceed 3 m/s and that a allows mounting directly in the
minimum of a 500mm length space to be humidified. This self
downstream of this unit is contained range is covered by
allowed before any obstruction the model ESHC - horizontal
or change in section occurs. cabinet design, for high level
Mounted 10 an air conditioning mounting applications and the
UOlt - the ES model can be - model ESVC - vertical cabinet"
accom~o?ated ~ithin most air design, for wall mounting.
condlt.lOnlOg UOltS, even as a The built-in fan is designed to
retrofIt replacement. Both run at low speeds, ensuring low
upflowanddownflowcomputer noise levels. Accessories
room units can be equipped in available include built-in
this way. Mounting kits and humidistats and switches, so
application data for mo t well that a completely packaged
known makes of air condition- humidification system can be
ing units are available. obtained.
Supplied within central station
• At the Natural Gas .,. By Design Seminar, 24th November, 1988 in Jurys Hotel were left to right: Denis 0 'Su/livan,
Cork Gas; Dermot Nestor, BecEng; NiallMcCarthy, Malachy Walsh &Pts.;Mr. T.J. McHugh, GeneralManager, Bord
Gais Eireann, Southern Region; Sean Gin, DPS Engineering, and Joe Salmon, J. Salmon & Co.
Season Control Expansion
Continues
the company's activities and in
this respect Season Control is
emerging as something of an
expert in terms of specialised or
customised bag filters for which
there is a growing demand.
Nor is the distribution side of
the business being neglected. In
addition to agencies already
held, a new lineofcaseand plate-
mounted axials has been added
from Rosenberg. The first
con ignment has already been
taken in with the full range now
available ex-stock.
THE ELECTRONIC humid- with the vibrating faces of the
ifier as manufactured by t ra nsducers. This ca uses
Energy Technique Ltd and vibration to take place in the
distributed throughout the 26 water. Because of its mass, the
counties by Peter Andreucetti's water is unable to follow the
A.C.S.C. offers considerable high frequency oscillation of the
potential for significant energy transducers and cavitation SEASON CONTROL Ltd
savings. For instance, it is not occurs. When this happends the environmental control
unusual to see a payback period below the surface of the water, specialists - have embarked on
of two years or less when the refracted capillary waves are a new expansionary phase with
Electrosonic humidifier is used generated, throwing off a dense the development of further
to replace electrode or infra-red cloud of water particles. facilities to enhance their
type humidifiers used in a This technique used in the already-established production
computer room application. Electrosonic humidifier, opens unit.
Indeed, the ultra-high up a new era for low-energy, Now to the forefront in
frequency nebulisation process low-maintenance humidif- flexible ducting production,
employed by the Electrosonic ication systems in all Season Control Ltd produce a
humidifier requires an energy applications. wide chOice of sizes ranging
input ofapproximately 55 Watts Choice of models offered by from 4" to 30", in runs of any
per kg/h of humidification. For A.C.S.C. include model range request.
the same humidification, an ES; and model range ESHC, Filtration manufacture is
electrode boiler or infra-red type ESVC. another fast-developing area of
humidifier requires a minimum r---::====7.::;7~:-::::-~;;-------'-------~"""='="-----==
of 700 Watts (up to 1000 Watts
when losses are included).
How is this achieved? The
Electrosonic humidifier
employs state of the art
technology in ultra-high
frequency piezo-ceramics. The
process creates a nebulisation of
water into particles as small as I
micron, allowing evaporation
into the air to be achieved
quickly and efficiently.
Electronic oscillator circuits
are used to power the piezo-
ceramic transducers atabout 1.6
mHz. The transducers are
matched at their resonant
frequency and prpduce a
mechanical vi)Jrationj
In the Electrosonic humidif-
ier, water is directly in contact
8 Irish Bui ding Services News, December 1988
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NEW ERA FOR LOW ENERGY
HUMIDIFICATION
A.C.S.C. are now distributing the
state-of-the-art electrosonic
humidifier utilising the technology
of ultra-high frequency Piexo
ceramics. Manufactured by
rNERGY
7ECHN/QUE LTD.
ADVANTAGES
• Low Energy Input
• 90% Lower than Electrode Boilers
• Adiabatic Cooling 650 Watt per
kg/h
• Minimises Health & Hygiene Risks
• Low Maintenance Costs
• Engineered For The Industry
• Fast Response for Flexible Control
• Silent Operation
LECTROSO IC
ELECTROSONIC
For Further Information Contact
PETER ANDREUCETTI or NOEL CORCORAN
at
126 Church Street, Dublin 7. Telephone 01-733606
Specialists in Heating, Ventilation,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.
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Telfords Win
Premium Award
Chadwicks, Glasnevin
(most improvedfacil!ties);
Morris Builders Providers,
Waterford (most improved
external appearance);
Gillespies, Carlow (most
improved instore facilit-
ies); and Frank Barrett &
Sons, Ballinasloe, Co.
Galway (marketing and
trade development).
iation, and the two
previous national award
winners - Michael Doyle,
Carlow and Tadhg
O'Connor, Rathkeale, Co.
Limerick.
Five special-category
awards are also presented
and these went to Dublin
Providers, DUblin (best
plumbing facilities);
judges who visited
merchants throughoutthe
country. The panel
included Michael Greene,
Director, Construction
Industry Federation; Jim
Goulding, Secretary
General, Irish Hardware
Association; Joe Nolan,
Immed iate Past-President
Irish Hardware Assoc-
• Des Byrne, Managing Director, Wavin, with Ray Burke, TD, Ministerfor Energy and Communications and Bill and
Des Telford, Telfords ofMountrath, national winners ofthe Wavin-sponsored Builders Merchant of the Year Award.
Telford's of Mountrath are
this year's national
winners of the Builders
Merchant of the Year
Awards, sponsored by
Wavin. The four regional
winners were: Brooks
Haughton, South Terrace,
Cork; Smiths Building
Supplies, Greenhills
Dublin; Heiton McFerran,
Letterkenny, Donegal and
J.E. Telford, Mountrath,
Co. Laois.
Bill Telford received the
National Award on behalf
of his company from the
Minister for Energy, Ray
Burke, TO, at a lunchtime
presentation in the
Berkeley Court Hotel on
17 November. He also
received a special award,
from the president of the
Irish Hardware Associ-
ation, Joe Maher, to mark
the Association's Jubilee
Year.
This is the third year of
the awards' which are
sponsfJred by Wavin, to
focus attention on
builders merchants who
provide a high quality of
service. AI most 100
merchants were nominat-
ed by builders for this
year's awards.
The award winners were
selected by a panel of
10 Irish Building Services News, December 1988
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• Colin Izzard, CIBSE President with Dr Sean McCarthy, the Minister for
Science & Technology; and Oliver McNulty, Head Environmental Sciences,
Bolton St.
NEWS Centre last month, we nowreproduce a cross·section ofphotographs taken during theevening but which were not
processed in time for inclusion in
our last issue.
Having reported briefly on the
tremendous success of the
Annual Dinner at the Riverside
• Brian Reilly, VMRA, with Eoin O'Cionna' Neville McConnell Master
Builders; and Michael Darcy, Society ofChart~redSurveyors. '
Dinner
Success
• Mr Plaickner, Zumtobel with Bob Bushell; Herbie Taylor; Dr Egger,
Zumtobel; P J Doyle, Chairman, CIBSE, Repubicoflreland Branch; Oliver
Reddy, VMRA; and George O'Neill, ESB.
images of interiors; it takes into
account not only the effects of
"Cophography - Professional luminaire arrangement, but also
Computer Aided Lighting daylight and even shadows
Design", was the title of a lecture produced by furniture.
delivered by DrWolfgangEgger, Detailed photographic
Head of Lighting Design from studies of typical room interiors
Zumtobel AG, to a CIBSE attest to the accuracy of the
Technical evening evening on programme, the computer·
18 November lastatthe Institute generated images bearing
of Engineers of Ireland in Dublin. remarkable similarity to the
Zumtobel, a leading manu· photographs in every respect
facturer and innovator in the including the nuances of light
lighting field, pioneered the use and shade.
of computers in lighting design. Cophography offers the
Cophography, the result of promise of a means of resolving
years of research and difficult design problems; there
development, represents the are clear implications for the
state-of·the-art in lighting design involvement of architects and
today. The principal attribute of lighting designers in this.
this system lies in its ability to A lively debate followed the
produce three·dimensional, lecture which was sponsored by
near'picture quality, colour Bob Bushel! Ltd.
Computer Aided Ughting
Design
12 Irish Building Services News, December 1988 14
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~oppercraft Ltd.
KYLEMORE PARK NORTH.
BALLYFERMOT. DUBLIN 10
TELEPHONE:
26514617 265813· FAX
Domestic hot water
or heating services
Plate heat exchangers make excellent
non-storage calorifiers, offering space-
saving, easy maintenance and in most
cases are inexpensive even though con-
structed in stainless steel. Instantaneous
water heating is recognised as far more
efficient in energy costs and space require-
r:'ents when compared to storage calori-
hers and PHE is now widely accepted as
one of the leaders in the field of non-
storage calorifier equipment.
fHE's have been successfully installed
or such applications as domestic hot
'Y~ter serVIces, showers, kitchen facil-
lthes and wash-down duties.
Pump
Fresh water
Boiler
DISTRIBUTORS
THROUGHOUT IRELAND FOR
ex ALFA.LAVAL
THERMAL
Plate Heat Exchangers
r
Hot water supply
sports Clubs
Hospitals
Hotels
Your application
Other applications:
Swimming pool heating
Fish farming
Calorlfler replacement
Shell & Tube replacement
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Precision Comfort
with "Mr. Slim"
),MITSUBISHI SPLIT TYPE HEAT PUMP AIR CONDITIONERS
The "Mr. Slim" Series - Highly Functional Air Conditioners. That will Complement any
Interior and Create a Comfortable Atmosphere.
"THE COMPLETE PACKAGE FROM TEMPAR"
• Equipment Sales
• System Commissioning
• Emergency Service
• System Application
• System Installation
• Planned Maintenance
2' X 4' Ceiling
Cassettes
Heat Pumps
PJH/PJHX
SERIES
Cooling and heating capacities from:-
6.9 Kw to 16.3 Kw
Ceiling Cassettes
Heat Pumps
PLH
SERIES
Cooling and heating capacities from:-
5.8 Kw to 16.3 Kw
I
Ceiling Suspended
Heat Pumps
PCH
SERIES
Cooling and heating capacities from:-
5.8 Kw to 15.4 Kw
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Wall-Mounted
Heat Pumps
PKH
SERIES
Cooling and heating capacities from:-
4.1 Kwto 10.6 Kw
..
I
I
I"
Floor-Standing
Heat Pumps
PSH
SERIES
Cooling and heating capacities from:-
10.6 Kw to 27.9 Kw
J
Ceiling-Concealed
Heat Pumps
PEH
SERIES
Cooling and heating capacities from:-
8.2 Kw to 13 Kw
"Mr. Slim" - The Sturdy Product of High-Tech Innovation
Quiet Operation - Swing Louvre Air Distribution - Hot Start System - Advanced
Microprocessor Control - Self Diagnostic - Trouble Shooting Function - Automatic
Cooling/Heating Changeover - Group Control Using a Single Remote Control
High Performance Energy Efficient Compressors - Slimline Outdoor ~nits
!~~!~~G~!~GmEERS :~:
6/8 PEMBROKE LANE, BALLSBRIDGE, DUBLIN 4. Mitsublshl Distributor for
PHONE: 683855/681816. FAX: 683086. TELEX: 33314. Lelnster Region.
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NATIONAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT AWARDS
Energy Managers Save £21 Million
Per Annum
ANNUAL saving of £6.7 million were
achieved by the top 20 energy managers
in this year's National Energy
Management Awards, which were
presented by Ray Burke, Minister for
Energy and for Communications, at a
function held in EOLAS last month.
This brings the savings recorded each
year by the top 90 companies from the
last four awards competitions to £21
million.
The Awards - which were organised
by the Energy Management Association
and sponsored by the ESB, Bord na
Mona, Calor Gas and Irish Shell - were
presented in three categories:
1. Energy Auditing, Monitoring and
Target Setting;
2. Energy Saving through New
Technology Applications; and
3. Efficient Use of Energy.
The winner of New Technology
Category and of the Supreme Award
was Sean Giblin of Cylon Controls. This
company was set up four years ago by
three electronic engineering graduates
to develop and manufacture
sophisticated low-cost, computerised
energy management systems for use in
heating, ventilation and lighting of
buildings.
The systems use the concept of
"intelligent" controllers which, when
installed in a building, closely regulate
energy requirements according to
weather and occupancy conditions.
These systems "learn" the behaviour of
the building from experience. Applied in
UCD, such a system has contributed to
savings of over 20% on energy bills.
It is now installed and working in a
number of factories and in the
Gresham Hotel and is being used in the
new Dunnes Stores in St Stephen's
Green. There are plans to start
exporting to the UK in early 1989.
The winner in the Energy Auditing
Category was Telecom Eireann, which
has reduced its electricity costs by over
£1 million per annum in less than three
years, in conjunction with an increased
volume of activity. This saving is on top
of savings attributable to reductions in
electricity prices.
A noteworthy feature of the schemes
submitted to the competition was the
very rapid return on investment in
energy efficiency measures,
notwithstanding the welcome softening
in energy prices in recent years. There
is also a noticeable trend towards the
development and manufacture of
16 Irish Building Services News, December 1988
• Alec McCoy, TCD with Michael Riordan, TCD, and Peter Brabazon, Eolas.
innovative energy technologies by new Polyturbine.
Irish companies as reflected in three of A complete list of Award winners is
the award-winners - Cyton, TCD and as shown opposite.
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NATIONAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT AWARDS 1988
• Pictured at the National Energy Management Awards were Val Gunning, Calor; Sean Grogan, Deputy ChiefExecutive, BordNa Mona; Sean Giblin, Winner,
Cylon Controls; Ken 0 'Hara. ESB; and John Withrington, Shell.
ENERGY MANAGER OF THE YEAR 1988
SEAN GIBLlN
Cylon Controls Ltd.
Runner-Up
Certificate of Merit
AWARD COMPANY
CATEGORY A: Energy Auditing, Monitoring and Target Setting
Winner Telecom Eireann,
M.&E Services Section
Amdahl
Mid-Western Health Board
ENERGY MANAGER
Kieran Quigley
David O'Brien
Gerard McNamara
CATEGORY B: Energy Saving through New Technology Applications
Winner Cylon Controls Sean Giblin
Runner-Up Golden Vale Denis Linehan
Certificates of Merit Trinity College Dublin Tim Cooper
Polyturbine Sven Kulldorff
CATEGORY C: Efficient Use of Energy
Winner Trinity College Dublin
Runner-Up Southern Health Board
Certificates of Merit Syntex
Temp Technology
Sean Brennan
Michael Murphy
Thomas McEvoy
William Ryan
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BTU GOLF
• Class 3: Winner Tom Scott receiving his prize.
VISitors:
1st - Des Ferguson, 39 Pts.
(H21 );
2nd - Hugh Byrne, (H7);
(Plate) - Frank Cahill, 38 Pts.
(H9);
Back Nine - Des O'Sullivan,
17 Pts; Brendan Keaveney, Last
6;
Front Nine - Mick Matthews,
19 Pts; Peter Reynolds, Last 6;
Winner of the Match Play:
Aubrey Moriarity (on the 21st
hole);
Runner Up: Liam Stenson.
Winner - Garvan Evans, 35 pts
(HI7);
Class 1:
1st - Frank Cahill, Soc. 34 pts.
(38) H9;
2nd - Joe Hogan, Soc. 33 pts.
(36) Hll;
Class 2:
1st - John Lavelle, 34 pts
(HI2);
2nd - Michael Curley; 34 pts
(HI2);
Oass3:
1st - Tom Scott, 32 pts (HI9);
2nd - Brendan Bracken, 31
pts(HI8);
• Class I: 2nd placed Joe Hogan receiving his prize.
The occasion was also
special in that it marked the
final of the Match Play with
Aubrey Moriarity and Liam
Stenson fighting out an epic
battle going to a 3rd play·off
hole before Aubrey finally won
out. He was a worthy winner
with Liam Stenson unfortunate
in that there had to be a loser
on they day.
Full results were as follows:·
The J J Sampson-sponsored
BTU outing at Royal Dublin on
20 October last was played in
very testing conditions with
Garvan Evans' winning score of
35 pts reflecting just how
difficult participants found the
day. Nonetheless, all had an
enjoyable afternoon with the
meal later on in the evening
proving to be one of the best
ever served up.
BTU Round.(Jp - Royal
DublinjJJ Sampson
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EAMONN FERGUS - General Manager/Director, Millex
• Managing Director ofMi/lex in Drogheda - Eamon Fergus - pictured with the Ministerfor Science and Technology,
Sean McCarthy, TD, at the opening ofthe new £1 million expansion.
A £ I million expansion at Millex, Ireland's
only manufacturer of heat exchangers, was
opened last month by the Minister for
Science and Technology, Or Sean
McCarthy, TO.
The inauguration ofMill ex Phase II at the
firm's plant just outside Drogheda will
result in an increase from the present work
force of 175 to an eventual 250.
The extension adds 23,000 sq ft to the
existing 63,500 sq ft Millex layout. This new
phase includes a computerised sheet metal
shop; new heat exchanger production line;
expanded "goods inward" area and
automated scrap disposal facility; and an
office block, featuring materials and
purchasing office, production planning
office, product management office and staff
restaurant.
German-owned by the J. Reiert
Organisation, Millex is wholly-Irish
managed. Its heat exchangers are made
from scratch, with all possible value added
to the raw material.
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The heat exchangers, which are the
central part of air conditioning,
dehumidifying and refrigeration
equipment, are made from intricate tubing
circuits inserted through banks of metal
fins. The device allows heat to be transferred
into or out of a system.
All the parts are manufactured at Millex
using sophisticated computerised
techniques and highly-skilled operatives.
At the Phase II opening reception,
attended by industrial and political leaders,
Millex General Manager and Director
Eamonn Fergus said: "What you see here
will help you appreciate that we are a full
manufacturing operation. We don't just
assemble heat exchangers - we make them.
And we are extremely proud of our
manufacturing skills."
Mr Fergus said the new expansion would
allow Millex to improve production flow
and quality control, as well as providing
increased capacity.
At present Millex supplies markets in the
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United Kingdom, Italy, Germany, Austria
and, of course, Ireland. It is also shipping
into the Far East, the United States and
Australia. Negotiations are under way to
supply the Japanese market.
Millex heat exchangers are used ina wide
variety of modern-day products, including
air conditioners, such as those used in the
latest generation of! rish Rail coaches, and
in computer rooms, dehumidifiers, cold
rooms, refrigerated trucks, drinks chillers
and heat pumps.
"Millex is now among the top companies
in its field," added Mr Fergus. "We are
proof that Ireland is highly geared to
technological development."
Alfred Reiert, Chairman of Millex, said:
"The success of Millex is a tribute not just to
the efficiency of its management, but to the
hard work and dedication of its work
force. "
Heat exchangers made by Millex of
Drogheda are at the heart of a variety of
products helping people to live a better life.
In warm climates, heat exchangers provide
the core of air conditioners vital to a
comfortable existence. In cold climates,
they are the essential ingredient in many
heating systems.
Each heat exchanger is made up from a
network ofcopper tube circuit inserted into
a block of metal fins to a specific design.
A fluid is passed through the circuit to
cool or to heat the air on the outside.
Alternatively, the air on the outside can be
used to cool the internal liquid. Depending
on design, the result is cooling, i.e. air
conditioning/refrigeration, or a heating
effect.
Eamonn Fergus says: "When prosperity
increases in countries which have either very
hot or very cold climates, the first demand is
not for a TV set or a video ... it's for air
• Millex production in progress.
conditioning or heating, essential for more
comfortable living.
"There is a growth in demand in all
markets," according to Eamonn Fergus.
"You name it, our heat exchangers are part
of it.
"For instance, fruit must be kept at a
precise temperature during transportation.
The demand for microwave-ready meals
has created new refriger~ted storage
ATTENTION BUILDING SERVICES ENGINEERS!
NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR A REWARDING FUTURE WITH A MAJOR NATIONAL
CONTRACTOR BASED IN LONDON ENGLAND ARE AVAILABLE NOW!
As a result of an ever increasing and substantial workload, a valuable opportunity exists to meet and
join this progressive organisation dealing in all aspects of contracting in the building services
industry.
We are keen to talk to people who have a professional approach to controlling and working on an
interesting range of projects.
We have vacancies for:
SENIOR PROJECTS ENGINEERS - PROJECT ENGINEERS - QUANTITY SURVEYORS
DRAUGHTSMEN - OPERATING & MAINTENANCE MANUAL TECHNICAL AUTHORS
COMMISSIONING ENGINEERS
These vacancies are for both mechanical and electrical disciplines. In return we will offer excellent
salaries, a company car (subject to status), a contributory pension and BUPA private medical cover
after qualifying period.
Interested? Reply to Box No. BSN/12 enclosing your CV with name, address & telephone number.
Interviews will be arranged at a Central Dublin Hotel in January 1989.
Reply to: P.O. BoX BSN/12, Irish Building Services News, No.2 GeorgesAve., Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
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demands. More and more people are buying
dehumidifiers to prevent condensation and
dampness in their homes. And at the centre
of all these uses can be found Millex heat
exchangers, ranging in size from tiny to
massIve.
"Railway carriage air conditioning, cold
rooms, truck and sea container
refrigeration, chillers for beer and soft
drinks, defrost-free refrigerators, and ice
cream dispensers, these are further
examples of applications featuring our
product."
Millex are proud of the reputation for
excellence and reliability they have built up
in the home and overseas markets they
supply.
"Our quality control system leaves
nothing to chance," says Eamonn Fergus.
"Everybody on our production line is
responsible for examining and passing the
work of the previous process. This means
that faults don't get built into the product."
The Mi Ilex prod uction line is described as
"a model of efficiency." It is fully "in-
house", with machines performing
operations guided by sophisticated
computer programmes, written at Millex,
and supported by a highly-skilled work
force.
Added to that is a state-of-the-art quality
assurance centre, the "Just-in-Time"
system of management (which utilises
efficient supply-and-demand management
to minimise resources tied up in raw
materials and space) and a strict waste-
control regime.
"Everybody at Millex takes a pride in
their work," says Eamonn Fergus. They
know they are competing in a big
international market. They are successful
and they intend to continue that success
with products which excel."
The new expa nsion at Millex provides the
company with space in which to increase its
turnoverby 50% in the next three years. The
expansion provides extra capacity, reduces
lead time and increases flexibility.
The Millex uccess story is confirmed bya
200% growth in turnover since 1983 and a
doubling of the work force during the past
four years, bringing the level to 175 people
today. Millex Phase II will provide for 75
extra jobs.
MillexwassetupbyHirossGroupin 1978
to make %-inch fin tube heat exchangers for
group companies and external customers.
Hiross laid the foundations for success at
Millex by investing heavily in machinery. In
spite of a worldwide recession in the early
1980s, Millex laid claim to be "the best little
coil factory in Europe."
In 1984 the West German J. Reiert
Group, owners of Thermal Werke, bought
Millex, bringing a wealth of experience in
the heat exchanger industry and a
commitment to expand the company.
Since then there has been considerable
investment every year. In 1987 and 1988
more than £1 million was invested. Until
now all resources have been channelled into
equipment and technology. The new
expansion sees an investment in bricks and
mortar.
The original building covers 63,500 sq ft.
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Within that space, the original capacity has
been doubled by using"Just In Time"
techniques in production and purchasing.
Full use has been made of computers to
support the growth in the company. Work
in progress is monitored monthly rather
than annually.
Millex has invested heavily in the most up
to date equipment to make %inchcoilswith
both staggered and in-line fin patterns. This
equipment is selected for flexibility and
quality.
All key specialist equipment, such as fin
lines, hairpin benders, and automatic
expanders, are supplied by BurrOak,world
leader in heat exchanger equipment. An
automatic brazing line is a key part of the
process for all vertically brazed coils.
In the past, Millex concentrated on early
investment in this equipment, spending
little at the time on sheet metal equipment.
The company has thus been able to take
advantage of the tremendous advances in
the new generation of CNC sheet metal
equipment.
The first CNC punch press was bought in
1983, a TRUMPF. A second press was
bought in 1985, and in late 1987 Millex was
one of the first companies in the world to
take delivery of the latest TRUMPF 260
Rotation.
Millex is geared to support the demand of
customers who have increased the
complexity of the sheet metal in the coil to
reduce their own assembly times.
Millex pays particular attention to the
internal cleanliness of the coil. All
lubricating oils used in working the raw
• The Millex production line in Drogheda.
materials are specialist oils for making heat
exchangers. The degreaser is fully
automatic, and the results of the process are
monitored by a quality assurance
laboratory.
Earlier this year, Millex improved the
system for cleaning return bends and
nipples (stub tubes) with the introduction of
a separate automatic system. A specialist
header cleaning plant is used to deoxidise all
header assemblies before final brazing into
coils.
From the beginning, Millex has used a
system of on-line quality control. The
individual operative is responsible for
checking the work he or she receives before
starting. The policy is that quality must be
built into the coil, not inspected into it later.
This commitment to quality begins with
the endplates, made with pierced and
plunged collars to the demanding standards
of the truck refrigeration industry. At the
end of the production process, coils are
tested, and, except for the smallest, tagged
with the individual mark of the tester. The
coils are then packed to a very high
standard.
In the pursuit ofquality, Millex has made
a major commitment to trainng its
workforce. Most employees began their
careers at Millex and have developed skills
in an area where people take responsibility
for, and pride in, their work. They are led by
a young and vigorous management team,
eager to meet the special requirements of the
customers and the challenge of the
marketplace reaching out to the next
century.
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Maintenance Manager of the
Year 1988 Awards
, ......-.
1988
Sponsored by
• The Minister for Science & Technology, Dr Sean McCarthy, TD, presenting the supreme award
Maintenance Manager of the Year 1988 at the 4th National Maintenance Association Conference in
Dublin to John Roe, ofUniji Textured Yearns Europe Ltd, Letterkenny, Co Donegal.
MAINTENANCE management, and
more specifically preventive
maintenance, is a crucial factor in
developing a quality culture in Irish
industry today. Re-active maintenance
costs Irish companies in the region of
£300 million a year in direct
expenditure alone. This figure does not
take account of lost production and
product, poor quality, and depreciation
through wear and tear. New
maintenance practices, if adopted
wisely, can save money, improve
efficiency, and help maintain product
quality. In turn, good maintenance
practice helps manufacturers to
capitalise on investment in technology
and become more competitive in the
market place.
One of the objectives of the National
Maintenance Association is to identify
sources of "best practise" in
maintenance and to bring these ideas
and methods to the attention of
companies which could profit by their
introduction. The Maintenance Manager
of the Year Awards focus attention on
leaders in maintenance operations and
everyone with responsibility for
maintenance benefits from their
experiences.
The panel of judges under the
Chairmanship of Matt Russell of the
College of Technology, Bolton Street
were: Kutty Nair, Aughinish Alumina;
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John Hegarty, FMC International; Tony
Quinlan, Galway Regional Technical
College and Ken O'Reilly of EOLAS.
The winners were as follows:
Overall Winner
John Roe, Maintenance Manager with
Unifi Textured Yarns Europe Ltd in
Letterkenny, is the Maintenance
Manager of the Year 1988. This was
announced by Minister for Science and
Technology, Dr Sean McCarthy, TD, at
the National Maintenance Association's
maintenance awards ceremony on
Tuesday, 29 November.
Since installing a comprehensive
maintenance management system in
1986, savings of £336,000 in direct
maintenance costs were achieved and
at the same time 357 tonnes of extra
yams were produced as a direct result
of maintenance improvements. The
company and its Maintenance Manager
won the supreme award for the
excellent use of maintenance systems
to identify problems, a good integration
of maintenance with production and
attention to the concept of continuous
improvement
Unifi produces 300 tonnes of high-
quality polyster textured yarn from raw
materials every week and suplies both
the home and European market
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Eastern Region
Winner
Joseph McKane, Coca·Cola, Atlantic
Industrial Estate, Drogheda, Co Louth
was the Eastem Region winner.
Five million Coca·Cola drinks are
consumed daily in 155 countries
throughout the world. The plant at
Drogheda manufacturers the soft drinks
concentrates which is exported to Coca·
Cola bottling plants throughout Europe,
Africa and the Middle·East It is the
second largest in the Coca·Cola group
which has its headquarters in Atlanta,
Georgia, USA. It occupies 30,000 sq m
of factory space on a 55·acre site. It
employs 190 people.
The company and its Engineering
Manager won the award for the
excellent maintenance system it has.
This system is well integrated with
oduction plans, there is good use of
mputers and attention to change and
innovation is evident
Mid-Western
Region Winner
Martin Fitzpatrick, Maintenance
Manager, Avonmore Foods plc,
Ballyragget, Co. Kilkenny was the Mid·
Western Region winner.
The Avonmore Group is one of the
largest dairying processing companies
in Ireland. The sales figures during
1987 amounted to .£256 million. Milk
intake during the same period was 143
million gallons. Eight per cent of
production is exported. At the
Ballyragget plant 90 million gallons of
milk are processed to produce butter,
cheese, milk powder, casein and whey
powders.
The company and its maintenance
manager won the award because of
their ability to build a good
maintenance team, have good
maintenance records and their ability to
manage changes.
North Western
Region Winner
John Roe, Unifi Textured Yarns
Europe Ltd., Letterkenny, Co. Donegal.
John was also the overall winner.
The Unifi plant was designed to
produce polyester textured yarn from
raw materials. The plant was built by
Courtaulds PLC in 1976 reaching full
production in late 1979. In 1984 it was
purchased by Unifi Inc. who are one of
the biggest independent textured yarn
producers in the USA. The company
produces up to 300 tonnes of very
high·quality polyester yarn each week
for sale in Ireland, UK and most of
Europe.
South Reg~on
Winner
Donnacha Hurley, Sterling Drug
(Ireland), Dungarvan, Co. Waterford was
the Southern Region winner.
This company is part of Sterling Drug
Inc. with its headquarters in New York
City. It manufacturers ethical medicines
and other products prescribed by
doctors or used in hospitals. It also
manufacturers a whole range of health
care products which are sold to the
consumer without prescription. These
include pain relievers, antacid·laxatives,
babycare products, nasal decongestants
and skin·treatment products.
Construction commenced on the
manufacturing facility in Dungarvan in
1986 and the plant was officially
opened in October 1987.
The company and its engineering
manager won the award based on a
well·managed factory start·up. The
company has good maintenance
systems and records. It adheres strictly
to the principles of good manufacturing
practice and total quality assurance.
SEASON CONTROL LTO
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SPECIALISTS
390, CLONARD ROAD, CRUMLlN, DUBLIN 12.
TEL: 559154/5, 559732/3, 559572. FAX: 559572.
SUPPLIERS OF: HEA TlNG • VENTlLA TING • AIR CONDITIONING • FIL TRA TlON PRODUCTION
PLATE
SEASON CONTROL ANNOUNCE
THE ROSENBERG CONNECTION
A full range of 100% speed controllable Axial
(Plate & Cased), Centrifugal (Round &
Rectangular), Radial (Direct Drive & Bare Shaft),
and high quality Roof Mounted (Horizontal &
Vertical Jet) fans.
The highly renowned Zieil Abegg motor with
Hot Spot protection is the common feature
throughout the range which is your guarantee to
low noise, long life, high capacity and high
performance. What remains to be seen is
competitiveness and availability:
* Your first inquiry will establish both! *
Why pay more? Phone NOW and get the best for
less. Full catalogue available. Phone our hotline
on 559733 or FAX 559572.
Season Control Limited, 390 Clonard Road,
Crumlln, Dublin 12.
The only FlexIble Duct/ng manufacturers In
Ireland.
AXIAL FANS
CASED
TUBE FANS
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'NEW PRODUCTS
Micro-Organisms in
Building Services
Crane Product Profile
Illnesses linked to infected
building services systems have
been highlighted by some well-
publicised outbreaks of
Legionnaires' disease. The
effects of legionella bacterial
contamination are probably the
most dramatic, but health
related studies have also
identified other potential
sources of microbial contamin-
ation in building services.
A growing tendency to link
the cause of building occupants'
complaints to dirty systems and
warnings from the legal
profession that claims for
ompensation against organis-
ations or individuals responsible
for outbreaks of infection are
increasingly likely, should make
BSRIA's recent publication,
Micro-organisms in Building
Services. particularly welcome.
After examining the main
literature on known causes of
contamination, BSRIA has
produced guidance notes on
potential sources of micro-
organism colonies, the risk they
present in different systems and
ways of preventing such
colonisation. Easy-to-use Plant
Information Sheets give concise
advice on contamination
hazards and preventive actions
for each different system
covered, plus specific reference
information applicable.
While the evidence suggests
that the general risk ofmicrobial
contamination In building
services is low,onlybyfollowing
good practice in their design,
installation, operation and
maintenance does the possibility
of occurrences leading to
outbreaks of illness become
remote. Current good practice is
highlighted in the Information
Sheets for the main systems at
risk.
Copies can be obtained from
Publication Sales, The Building
Services Research and
Information Association, Old
Bracknell Lane, West,
Bracknell, Berkshire, RG 12
4AH. Tel: (0344) 426511. Price
St£15. (Cheque with order).
by experience and usually
passed on by word of mouth.
Occasionally, they may be
quoted In publications or
appear on an office list but
obtaining a comprehensive set
of such rules until now has been
hindered by over-protective
corporate policy.
BSRIA has recently published
Technical Note 5/88 "Rules of
Thumb - Examples/or the design
0/ air systems" to rectify this
situation. R.H. Hayward
collected a large number of rules
in current use by practising
building services engineers and
arranged them systematically as
Crane Fluid Systems has issued
a new edition of its 4Q-page
product profile summarising the
extensive range of valves,
actuators, pumps and pipe
fittings available from Crane.
Technical data embraces end
connections, pressure ratings,
sizes and design characteristics,
together with relevant
illustrations.
Details of quality assurance
approvals, including BSI
a working manual for the design
office or a reference for others in
the industry.
Rules in this collection cover
space allocation for services
costs, thermal and electricai
loads, plant .and system
parameters for ventilation and
air conditioning systems and
environmental factors.
Copies can be obtained from
Publication Sales, The Building
Services Research and
Information Association, Old
Bracknell Lane West, Bracknell,
RG I2 4AH. Tel: (0344) 426511.
Price St£ 15. (Cheque with
order).
Kitemark, and of the various
metals used in the manufacture
of Crane products are also
included.
Product Profile will provide a
valuable source of reference for
engineers and designers
involved in fluid handling.
Copies from the Publicity
Department, Imperial House,
Victoria Road, Chelmsford,
Essex, CMI INY, (Tel: 0245-
259600); Fax: 0245-491210.
Sick Building Syndrome Self-Cleaning Filter
New Products/Literature
Insertions
Information for inclusion in the New
Products/Literature Section should
reach the editor by the 25th day of the
preceeding month.
The term maybe familiarbutthe
implications for architects,
designers, building owner/
operators, consultants, main-
tenance engineers, managers
nd usersare probably less clear.
The Building Services Research
and Information Association
has undertaken a study
sponsored by a representative
selection of organisations to
identify the parameters most
likely to play a role in this
syndrome and produced a
"hitchhiker's guide" to the
symptoms and risk factors.
These have been identified
from national and international
sources as being associated with
higher prevalence of complaints
about the indoor working
environment. Symptoms typical
of the syndrome seem to have
been reported more frequently
by occupants of mechanically
ventilated buildings, therefore
this report should merit the
HVAC industry's particular
attention.
Significant factors have been
examined and guidelines on
current good practice provided
for each one. A protocol to
minimise the symptoms, in the
form of a checklist addressing
the adequacy of the working
environment based on good
engineering and management
practice, concludes the report. A
glossary of medically related
terms a'nd bibliography are also
included.
Copies can be obtained
through Publication Sales, The
Building Services Research and
Information Association, Old
Bracknell Lane West, Bracknell,
Berkshire, RGI2 4AH. Tel:
(0344) 426511. Price St£40.
(Cheque with order).
Rules
of Thumb
In building services design
offices it is common practice to
produce outline design
parameters and then check that
the final calculations are
sensible by using simple, well-
proven relationships. These
"Rules of Thumb" are acquired
Racor Europe have introduced
the 6000 series diesel fuel/water
separator filter which achieves
"near perfect efficiency" and
requires only one-step
maintenance.
At the heart of this new unit is
a spiral coalescing core, eight
layers of intricately baffied
screen mesh that removes water
from diesel fuel. The core is self-
cleaning and non-clogging - a
"breakthrough" in separation
technology.
Robert Fry of Robt Fry
Marine Engineering, who
represent Racor in Ireland, says
"People in Ireland are becoming
increasingly aware oftheserious
damage caused by water in their
diesel fuel and of the resulting
loss of income and profitabil-
ity." To illustrate this fact,
Robert points to the 350%
increase in their filter sales so far
this year.
For further information
contact Robert Fry Marine
Engineering, Ba rna, Innishan-
on, Co. Cork. Tel: (021) 775433.
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PLUMBLINES PLUMBLINES
• LATE NIGHT GOLF LESSON?After the highly-successful J J Sampson-
sponsored B TU outing at Royal Dublin, this happy group stayed behind in the
clubhouse into the early hours trying to pick up some tips from the legendary
Christy O'Connor Snr.
• Grundfos Trip: The Grundfosparty taken to Denmark recently by Grundfos
Ireland General Manager Denis Walshe pictured on the tarmac at Dublin
Airport prior to boarding the Grundfos corporatejet on the outwardleg oftheir
recent trip. See news pages also.
******
******
headache, the industry as
it stands today is a far
better business because
of it.
Long may this positive
trend continue.
As we went to press I
bumped into Martin
Renlck of Renick
Engineering. On the
night in question he was
off to t)Ost a dinner for
consultants and
contractors in Sachs
Hotel in Dublin. Over 60
were due to attend with
one of Martin's principals
- Babcock-Robey - co-
hosting the evening with
him.
On the same night I
was on my way to
Hermitage for the BTU
Dinner at which the
Golfer of the Year Trophy
was to be presented to
Shay Kearney by my
colleague Joe Warren, on
behalf of BUilding
Services News. This is
our second year
sponsoring the event and
we'll be carrying a full
report - in addition to
one on Martin's dinner-
in our next issue.
And so to end. Both Joe
and I thank you all for
your support and good
wishes concerning the
new namechange. We are
especially indebted to all
of you who support us
regularly with advertising
and look forward to
serving the industry's
needs even more
comprehensively in the
coming 12 months.
In the meantime ... we
wish all our readers a
happy and peaceful
Christmas.
• Women Emerge: Isobe/l Anderso-;;, walker Air Conditioning with Marie
Lynch, Precision Electric; P.J. Doyle; and Marian Conneely, Department of
Industry and Commerce. As I said last month, it's good to see the ladies present
atfunctions such as on this occasion, the CIBSE Annual Dinner.
******
What prospects 19891 ...
Excellent, it would
appear, if current
indicators are anything to
go by. Everyone
concerned with the
building services industry
- from consultants
through to product
suppliers, merchants and
contractors - has
experienced an upturn in
recent months with the
growth patterns
emerging being of a
gradual, sustained
nature.
There is ample reason
to be optimistic for next
year and it's encouraging
to see the vast majority of
people taking a positive
outlook. Those who have
allowed the recessionary
climate of the last few
years to dampen their
entrepreneurial spirit
need to shake themselves
up and adopt a more
adventurous and
optimistic outlook.
There is no doubt
but that the business is
out there ... however, it
still has to be fought for.
It's good to see also that
so many people have
learned the importance of
professionalism. Dealing
as I do with a very broad
cross-section of the
industry, I'm pleasantly
surprised to come across
companies and
individuals whose level of
expertise and indeed
whole approach to
running a business
indicates a major
improvement on their
former selves of say two
and three years ago.
Examples are too
numerous to mention but
perhaps it is fair to say
that, while the recession
caused many a
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Guide} available free ifyou write to us at
one of the addresses below. You can also
contact your nearest Grundfos stockist
GRUNDFOS" 1;11
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited,
Unit34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Telephone: (01) 954926. Telex: 90544.
Whatever the application) fewpumps
apply themselves quite as well as Grundfos.
Take) for example) our Boiler Feed)
Pressure Boosting) Heating} HWS and
OhJ1led Water Oirculating pumps} Borehole
Submersible and Sump Pump ranges.
Built to last) make them your first
choice for reliabilitJ!J efficiency and durability.
You'll find details and specifications
of Grundfos Pumps in our Pump Selection 31
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Innovation and new product development has helped us
to stay market leaders for over thirty years.
Our family of products now includes six different types of flexible
insulation, comprising well over 200 items. A choice which far exceeds
anything offered by other manufacturers.
The emphasis we continue to place on Research and Development reflects our
determination to remain the Worlds Number One in flexible pipe insulation.
For further information, contact:
Armstrong World Industries Limited
Insulation Products Division
Armstrong House, 3 Chequers Square, Uxbridge
Middlesex UB8ING. Tel: 089551122. Telex: 24242 32
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